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About orderbird
Management Team
orderbird (www.orderbird.com) offers intuitive software
solutions and complementary services for independent
restaurateurs and SMBs in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and France. The company‘s more than
15,000 active Software as a Service (SaaS) licenses
make it the hospitality industry’s market leader for
iPad POS solutions in German-speaking countries
(Germany, Austria and Switzerland). With orderbird
PRO, restaurants, cafés and bars can easily and
intuitively take mobile orders, flexibly create invoices
and generate tax compliant reports with one click.
In 2020, MINI by orderbird, the newest member
of the orderbird family, was launched. The mobile
all-in-one POS allows retailers, service providers
and creators to quickly and remotely create and
sell products and issue receipts. It combines POS
software, a card reader, a receipt printer and a
barcode scanner in one device and meets all
requirements of the KassenSichV.
orderbird AG was founded in 2011 and today employs
more than 110 people in Berlin and Vienna. Among the
investors are METRO AG, ALSTIN, Digital+ Partners
and Concardis Partners and Concardis GmbH.
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Chief Executive Officer
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Frank Schlesinger
Chief Technology Officer
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Oliver Kaltner
Chair of the board,
Consultant

Dr. Patrick Beitel
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Digital + Partners

Dr. Klaus Schieble
Maschmeyer Group

Kay Schwabedal
METRO AG
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At a glance

15 000 +
active licenses

127,559,780

invoices processed each year for customers

300

average number of new customers each month
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Time-line
2010

1/2

The idea
The initial idea for orderbird came to one
of our founders over ten years ago. As
a professional cash register dealer and
Apple aficionado, Bastian wondered why
it wasn’t possible for cash registers to be
just as easy and intuitive to use as Apple
devices. Bastian’s idea came at just
the right time: In 2010, after the release
of the iPod Touch and iPhone, Apple
launched the iPad.

Encouraged by the new technology,
Bastian brought his three friends,
Jakob, Artur and Patrick, on board.
Their common goal: infuse a breath
of fresh air into the hospitality market!
Small businesses would finally have
access to the technology and analytics
of the big market players.

The first prototype
The first prototype of the founders’ innovative
iPad POS system hit the ground running at the
reopening of the famous P1 club in Munich.
The four founders were able to acquire their first
customer with a practical application, and word
of the “waiters with iPhones” spread quickly.
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orderbird AG
With the founding of orderbird AG in Berlin in
March 2011, the hospitality and cash register
industry would be turned on its head with
Germany’s first iPad-based POS.
Since then, orderbird has been offering its
customers professional, easy-to-use POS
systems and add-on products, providing a
flexible alternative to the costly and paperworkintensive predecessors.

2020

Today
The solution has proved successful.
With over 15,000 active Software as a Service (SaaS)
licenses, orderbird is the market leader for iPad POS
systems in the German-speaking, hospitality industry.

With more than 110 employees, the orderbird team is
united by a passion for gastronomy and our mission:

We make independent
restaurateurs more successful!
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orderbird PRO: How it works
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orderbird PRO is cash register software
for iPad, iPod touch and iPhone.
Whether taking orders at the table,
automating processes for dockets and
dining course timing or printing receipts
at multiple locations within the restaurant,
orderbird PRO offers restaurateurs a
secure, digital POS solution tailored to
their hospitality needs.

1



100 % tax office compliant
orderbird PRO fulfils the legal requirements for tax
office compliance and tamper-proof cash management
in accordance with GoBD and the KassenSichV - this
is assured by the KassenSichV guarantee. Due to the
integrated Online TSS, all transactions are stored in
compliance with the tax authorities, and receipts are
provided with the necessary legal information.



Back-office management
MY orderbird facilitates restaurant and bar
management and offers business insight –
anytime, anywhere. With key figures, reports and
graphical evaluations, business development
becomes transparent and controllable. Exports
can be sent to tax consultants or auditors with
the push of a button.



Cashless payment
Whether paying with an EC card, a
credit card, contactless, or with a
smartphone, Pay enables cashless
payment without a base fee, minimum
turnover or contract period.
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Digital cash book
The fully integrated and digital cash book of
orderbird PRO is 100% tax office compliant,
simplifying bookkeeping and enabling ‘push of a
button’ reporting for fiscal audits.



Mobile ordering
Service staff take orders with mobile devices and
send them wirelessly in real-time
to the kitchen or the bar. This reduces walking
distances and staffing costs while increasing service
quality and sales by up to 20%.



Automatic course control
With the course control system, each dining course
reaches guests with pinpoint accuracy. The counter,
bar and kitchen know immediately which tasks they
have to process and when. This improves course
timing, waiting times are reduced and customer
satisfaction increases.

1. orderbird PRO | iPad cash register
with printer and card reader



Tables overview
The floor plan view on orderbird’s iPad solution
provides service staff with a constant overview
of every table. The shape of tables can be easily
adapted, numbers can be assigned and availability
checked instantaneously.

 NEW Guest Management
The guest turbo for increased sales!
The guest management packages from orderbird
include numerous functions to boost engagement
with customers and staff. Some examples are:
an online reservation system, remote ordering
via an online menu, voucher management, guest
marketing and shift planning.
Effective guest management helps restaurateurs
reach more guests, increase customer satisfaction
and optimises the use of restaurant capacity –
leading to a growth in daily sales.

2
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3. Card payment | Cashless
payments via NFC with Pay

2. MY orderbird | Back-office
managment tools with data analyitics
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MINI by orderbird: How it works
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MINI by orderbird is a handheld POS system,
not larger than a card terminal. With MINI by
orderbird, products are easily created and edited,
the checkout process is simplified and merchants
can effortlessly print receipts that are compliant
with tax regulations. All this can be done on the
go and at any location. MINI by orderbird was
developed especially to meet the requirements of
retail, service providers and creators.



Intuitive software
MINI by orderbird is delivered ready to go and was
designed with an intuitive user interface. The POS
software always remains up to date due to the free
updates from orderbird.





Mobile receipt printing everywhere
With the integrated receipt printer, MINI by
orderbird produces tax office-compliant receipts
whether you’re in the store, at an on-site
appointment or at a market. Due to the Online
TSS, each receipt contains all the necessary
information of the German “Belegausgabepflicht”
(obligation to hand out receipts).



100% tax office compliant
With its integrated Online TSS, the MINI by
orderbird fulfils all legal requirements for a
tamper-proof cash register in compliance with
the GoBD and the KassenSichV.
This is supported by orderbird’s
KassenSichV guarantee.



Everything under control
MY orderbird is also available for the MINI by
orderbird and offers business management
and insights – anytime, anywhere. Key
business figures, reports and graphical
evaluations are all there, giving retailers,
creators and service providers the tools to
make educated business decisions. Tax
exports facilitate smooth cooperation with
tax consultants and the tax office.

Payment options easily integrated
Pay is already integrated with the MINI by orderbird
and provides a way to accept all types of payments,
whether the customer pays in cash, with credit card
or contactless via NFC. The retailer, service provider
or creator can enjoy this payment flexibility without a
base fee, minimum turnover or contract period.
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Partnerships
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We rely on strong partners with whom we strive for long-term cooperation.

Concardis is a leading provider of digital payment solutions with 1,100 employees and more than 116,000
customers in Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Southeastern Europe. As part of the Nets Group, a leading
payment service provider in Northern Europe, we are working on the future of payments. We enable
merchants, service providers and financial institutions to benefit from the digitalization of payment and business
processes. Whether smooth payment at the stationary point of sale, flexibly adaptable solutions for e- and
m-commerce or additional services with real added value: our innovative products and services reduce
complexity, make payment simple and thus improve the customer experience.

ETL ADHOGA offers specialized tax consulting for small and medium-sized companies in the hotel and
catering industry at more than 60 locations throughout Germany and is part of the internationally active
ETL Group, which unites 1,500 tax consultants, auditors, lawyers, management consultants and financial
service providers under its umbrella. ETL is the market leader in the field of tax consulting and is one of
the top 5 auditing and tax consulting companies in Germany. With its business divisions of tax consulting,
auditing, legal consulting, management consulting and IT, the group generates group sales of over 950 million
euros throughout Germany. A total of over 10,000 employees - including more than 1,500 tax advisors,
lawyers, auditors and management consultants - serve more than 200,000 clients throughout Germany. A
multidisciplinary approach to consulting and a wide range of industry specializations make ETL an ideal partner
for companies, freelancers and self-employed persons in all sectors.

Awards

We are 100% tax compliant
and our quality management
is TÜV certified.

The German Gastro
Founder Award
Since 2014, orderbird, together
with the Leaders Club and
Internorga, has awarded
creative concepts from gastro
founders in the DACH region
every year.
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With around 14,000 employees, METRO Deutschland GmbH operates 103 wholesale stores and 11 delivery
depots in Germany. Around four million customers rely on the company’s assortment and services. METRO
sees itself as a partner to independent entrepreneurs and sets the standards of tomorrow with its wholesale
stores, delivery services, networked customer management and digital solutions. METRO Germany is part
of METRO, a leading international wholesaler with food and non-food assortments, specializing in the needs
of hotels, restaurants and caterers (HoReCa) as well as independent retailers. The company operates in 34
countries and employs more than 100,000 people worldwide. In the fiscal year 2018/19, METRO generated
sales of €27.1 billion. More information about METRO can be found at www.metroag.de and about METRO
Germany at www.metro.de.

Mastercard is an international payments technology company. The company has set itself the goal of driving
an inclusive, digital economy that benefits all stakeholders worldwide. With innovative solutions, Mastercard
ensures that payments are processed securely, simply and smartly and made accessible to everyone. This
is based on secure data and networks that connect individuals, financial institutions, governments, and
businesses in 210 countries and territories, and open up a wide range of opportunities. In this way, the
company contributes to a sustainable world.
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